“ Most writing probably

exists within the "almost."
—MM Carrigan

”

haven’t heard back about a submission and are
feeling antsy?

Do it.
Some publications give tiered rejections, as in, a
flat “no, thank you” if you don’t like the quality or
style of the writing, or a “no, thank you, but please
submit again,” if it seems like the writer could be
a good fit, but not with that piece, or a revise/
resubmit request if you think it’s almost there?
Or in that last instance, would you work with the
writer on edits?

I love to publish “almost there” pieces actually.
Writing is a spectrum, from draft to “there.” Most
writing probably exists within the “almost.” I read
books by big name, big 5 authors that I think are
“almost there.” We should always be writing to get
to that place, and we’ll all be lucky if we make it
“there” a few times. When we reject writers, it has
very little to do with merit, and much more to do
with the overall story the issue is shaping up to tell.

CONTRIBUTORS

By Emily Holland

Yes, I’m very interested in the magazine working as
a small novel or maybe as an album, with the pieces
speaking and singing to each other. Each writer is
doing solo material within the entire band of writers.
What’s the worst response you’ve ever received
from a writer, after sending a rejection?

Everyone has been cool and professional. Mean
people don’t like Taco Bell. Have you ever seen a
mean person in a Taco Bell? Nah, everyone is chill,
happy, sipping on Baja Blasts. Our writers are
like that. We’re not Long John Silver’s Review. I
imagine everyone who eats Long John Silvers is
having the worst day of their life. That would be a
terrible magazine.
What’s your view on simultaneous submissions
(where a writer sends a piece to multiple outlets
at the same time)?

Took House

by Lauren Camp (Tupelo Press 2020)
In Lauren Camp’s Took House, readers walk through
the poems as if walking through a museum. Camp
makes use of various ekphrastic poems, or poems
based on artwork, throughout the collection,
conversing with artists including Georgia O’Keeffe,
Annie Liebovitz, and Piet Mondrian. But these
poems are not simply art turned into words. Camp
transforms the art into the driving force behind her
lines, sometimes taking formal leaps to connect the
poems back to their origin points.

Do it.
Now three issues old, TBQ is still quite new, but
it’s a hot byline. If someone reading this wants to
submit, are there common themes you’re seeing
and of which you’ve had enough?

Don’t go balls to the wall. You don’t have to start
with werewolves, nuclear war, serial killers, and hot
air balloons. A lot of people come into it with a head
full of steam, writing the biggest, wildest story of
their life taking place inside of a Taco Bell. I admire
that power move, but it’s probably still a first draft.
Serial killers and hot air balloons need to simmer
until the 3rd or 4th draft. Take some time to really
sit in that Taco Bell.
I’ve seen you on Twitter, doling out free taco
coupons to writers who share rejections from other
pubs. What’s that about and may I have one, too?

We occasionally have a stash of free tacos to give out
from Daddy Taco—I mean, Taco Bell, ahem. We’re
not affiliated whatsoever, but it never hurts to ask
for free food, so we ask them for it and give it out
to writers. Follow us for occasional free food, great
writing, and dreaming mas.
@TBQuarterly / tacobellquarterly.org
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Some publications post new pieces all the
time. What factors come into play when you’re
assembling a magazine? Do you consider how
the pieces work together?

The poem “Empirical Theories of a Box-Maker,”
inspired by an exhibit of Donald Judd’s work in
Marfa, Texas, is the longest poem in the collection.
It flows in the page in sections of prose and lines,
each being separated by one or a few empty outlined
boxes. The largest of these sections is a prose block
that includes no punctuation. It cycles through
variations of a phrase that begins “this untitled box,”

In Lieu of Flowers
from Pasvitinys
(excerpted from Poet Lore
Volume 114 Number 1/2)

but these lines are not true repetitions. Camp’s work
requires readers to pay attention to each iteration of
the phrase, for in one moment it reads “this untitled
box of paying the bill” and the next it reads “this
untitled box of despites.”
Repetitions appear across other poems throughout
the collection, as well. In the poem “Gin,” lines
move freely within their repetitive bounds: “the
door and the glass / empty and the glass / carried.”
Later in the collection, the poem “I Recommend You
Not Empty of Content,” makes use of an inherently
repetitive form called the pantoum, in which entire
lines repeat from stanza to stanza. In each instance
of repetition, it is as if the poem forces the reader
to look back. The poems in Took House reflect lived
experience, the body, and art in their vivid images
and formal experimentation.

Within each impartial photo, the pose
ancestors, some names at least
as old as meaning, a sediment
of selves in the flat night
of a country of wagon wheels and thrown-off
dust. Right now, the past wants only
my cousin’s house in the damp
Midwest. Defined by shadows
on dressers, immigrants
flourished in silver
frames. It’s so easy to trust
the distrusting faces repeated
room to room.
[...]
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Come the Slumberless
to the Land of Nod

Thrown in the Throat

by Benjamin Garcia (Milkweed Editions 2020)
Benjamin Garcia’s debut Thrown in the Throat,
which was one of five books chosen for the 2019
National Poetry Series, begins in the grip of language. The first poem, “The Language in Question,”
is one of four poems with that same title. In it,
Garcia writes “ [...] the language gets twisted // the
tongue gets tired // I’d be it’s kinky and likes to be
tied [...],” a preview of the physical wordplay that is
so central to the poems across the collection. “Tired”
earlier in the poem becomes “tied” by simply dropping one letter. In “Birds of Illegal Trade,” the word
“raided” becomes “Raid,” in reference to the bug
killer, and then it transforms into “aided.”
Reading these poems, you can track the movement
of language in the mouth, letters falling away or
being added to transform one word into another.
It becomes tactile and part of the essential fabric

The Memory Jar
(excerpted from
Poet Lore Volume
106 Number 1/2)

of the poems. In “Eye of the Hurricane,” the poem
ends with an answer to the question “What’s your
native tongue?” —in response, the end line reads “I
ate it—,” manifesting the physicality of language in
the poem’s close.
Everywhere, Garcia’s lines are full of lush imagery
and surprising rhyme. Pop culture references stand
side by side with examinations of flowers and birds
and sea creatures. The collection doesn’t merely
play with language, it also experiments with form.
There are prose poems, poems that expand across
the page, and others that utilize backslashes among
line breaks. These are poems of queerness, of family,
of heritage, of kink and eroticism that hover a
microscope over the way language is made tactile
both in the throat and on the page.

Sister, you will ask yourself, twelve years from now, the rest
of your life, why, as you slept, your little brother poured
a whole jar of June beetles into the tangled nest of your hair.
Remember the time you sat me pantless on an anthill,
or when you locked me overnight in the chicken coop,
or how you tricked me into picking prickly pear barehanded.
Remember it, remember.
The more you pull, the tighter the grip.
Each beetle cleaving six fishhook legs.
Each blessed, shit-eating scarab
hissing and spitting at you like the harlot
you are in a book I’ve not yet read but will.
It won’t be for three days
the last bug leg falls out.
I have ruined your birthday forever.

by Traci Brimhall (Copper Canyon Press 2020)
A hybrid work of poems and lyric essays, Traci
Brimhall’s new collection is, at the outset, an
examination of loss, beginning with Cain’s loss of
innocence and travelling through Brimhall’s own life:
the murder of her friend, the death of her mother,
and the dissolution of her marriage. But these poems
and essays do not merely traffic in scenes of loss.
They highlight the wide berth of human experience,
from birth and joy to death and grief and anger, and
traverse landscapes from the cornfield where her
friend’s body was found to the Arctic where she took
an artistic retreat among the glaciers.
The book is punctuated with poems engaging with
Biblical imagery and other mythology, such as the
extended series of “Dear Thanatos” and “Dear Eros.”
In between, we see various “lullaby” poems, typically
addressed to the speaker’s son. Hiding behind these

poems disguised as lullabies is always the shadow of
tragedy, but Brimhall’s writing skillfully juxtaposes
that with confessions of desire and devotion. In
“Lullaby with Almost All the Answers,” a poem
sequenced in alternating couplets and single-lined
stanzas that provide some of these “answers” to
life’s questions, Brimhall writes “I wanted / a child
to live long enough to call me mother is why.”
There are three lyric essays to break up the
poems, each of which begin their title with
“Murder Ballad [...].” Not only is Brimhall
expanding the bounds of what a poetry
collection can do, but she is also highlighting the
ways that she plays with poetic form, transforming
the ballad into large rose chunks, taking epistolary
poems and addressing them to Greek gods, and
transforming a lullaby into a poetic dreamworld.

Cosmic Lullaby

Then his mouth draws in the night, eyelids thin

(excerpted from
Poet Lore Volume
114 Number 3/4)

that belongs to him alone, though his fears may wear

as onion skin twitch, and I know he’s finally in the dream

my face. I can’t rescue him from those falls or lost teeth,
his cry bowing his back like the hull of a boat that might
sail forever on a good wind to a remote archipelago
of rogue planets, skidding over frozen seas and floating on
to a star’s nuclear birth or a nova’s bombastic ending,
or the marbled earth in its tireless revolutions—
continuing in night vision’s green static, grief
crawling to shore to name the children the tide
brings in—suffering that cannot be redeemed
by any beauty I could offer. [...]

[...]
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